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Marks musings
Spring is sprung, without last years nasty attacks of sudden cold snaps and, hopefully, like me you are
watching the daily development of unfurling fern fronds and looking forward to another exciting and
enjoyable fern season.
This edition we have a combined New Cultivar and Exotic Cultivar section, with two new tree fern cultivars. One of which will be too large for most of us, but the other! This is now on my “wanted” list.
I am grateful to: Julian Reed for the piece on Polystichum setiferum ‘Congestum’ and ‘Imbricatum’
forms and to Tony Clarke for the photos and details of the tree ferns, found via that useful tool Facebook, on which I have elaborated a bit later on. While on the subject, I have made contact with a
Polish collector and grower with, if his photos are anything to go by, a superb collection of cultivars.
He is very keen to make contact with other growers, so, with his permission I give his contact details:
Slawomir Majewski, email: paprociarnia@02.pl He would love to here from any of you.

Polypodium 1
A few years ago I noticed that one of my Polypodiums had a rather different frond showing, much spikier. I checked that
it was actually attached, which it was, and removed it to pot up (now planted out and growing well). A frond of the original plant (unfortunately I have lost the name, so any identification would be welcome) is on the left in the photos.
I would be interested to hear your opinions on this.

Classic cultivar(s) -

photos and text by Julian Reed

Polystichum setiferum ‘Congestum Group’
Here is the definition from Jimmy Dyce’s book edited by Martin Rickard and Robert Sykes (BPS special publication
No7 Polystichum cultivars ) the subtlety in these varieties and between ‘Congestum’ and ‘Imbricatum’ we hope to
make a little clearer

To Mark and I, ‘Imbricatum’ can be a much bigger fern and I have seen some I feel are ‘Imbricatum’ and have
fronds over 60cm/2ft
Reading through the literature, it is interesting to note that a lot of ‘Congestum were found on heavier wetter soils
than you would expect for Polystichum. Near me at the edge of a stream is an ‘Imbricatum’ with fronds of a good
size.
Below a typical ‘Congestum’ on A3 paper and scale and next to it a young ‘Imbricatum’ and I apologise for the
rather tatty frond these should not to be confused with ‘Parvum’ that is not congested but a small growing plant.

P.s.’Congestum’ common form

P.s. ‘Imbricatum group’

Back to ’Congestum’ the normal form above was purchased from Fibrex in the 1980s and note the colouration.

Here are some more but apple green forms

Still have the same characteristics just different colour
Next variation is bifid/furcatum

The next stage is ‘Cristatum’

These two in well drained soil and prone to dry out were never crested but as soon as planted on heavy clay soil
they crested and even produced some bulbils.

A ‘Grandiceps’ found in Warton, Cumbria

and a very nice form given to me by Alec Greening

Yes this is a Polystichum it is congested but it is the largest and most crested form I have ever seen regrettably not in my garden yet !
My thanks to Julian for the words and photos. I need to have a closer look at some of
mine in the garden.

Exotic Cultivars and New Cultivars - Photos and details by: Tony Clarke, Australia, with his permission.
This time we have two tree ferns.
About 20 years ago Noel Jupp from Riverdene nursery, Gresford was commissioned to rehabilitate a newly constructed
road through local rainforest( Noel and Riverdene nursery specialise in bush regeneration and are often consulted by
councils and cial mines to do this task). Noel selected a Cyathea cooperi to harvest the spore, some time later when the
sporelings were about 50mm high he noticed that there appeared to be 3 different types of ferns growing. When these
were big enough to be individually potted Noel concluded that there were 2 different “sports “ as well as normal
C.cooperi sporelings. One type with highly finely incised pinnae ,reminiscent of parsley, is an outstanding cultivar. Although it is sluggish to grow and will die quickly if allowed to dry .
The other cultivar is a much more vigorous plant and has a single crest at the terminal pinnae and in known as C.cooperi
‘Allyn Crest’

I think most of us are going to have to pass on the second of these, at least until global warming pushes our temperatures
up!

A rather unfortunate piece of news Tony gave me during our communications was that the Victoria Fern Society in Australia has folded. Always sad when any society has to close.
Thanks again to Tony for his original posting and allowing me to use it.

Polypodium 2
After several conversations with Julian Reed on Polypodiums and their differing growth habits in sun and shade,
and as an insurance policy ,I decided to take some small sections from some of my Polypody cultivars and plant them in a
series of recently built ,stepped beds ,close to the house and in far more sun than they were getting under the trees.
One plant in particular is showing a quite dramatic change, although not much in colour which is where I was expecting to see the biggest difference.
The plant is one I purchased many years ago from Merriments garden centre near Hurst Green. Some of you in the
S.E. Area group will remember a visit we did there to see the garden many years ago, Unfortunately it was labelled as ~unnamed Cultivar” so, again, and identification will be gladly received
The “moved” plant had a frond last year where the lower pinnae almost touched they had swung so far forward.
The original clump is planted about a metre from a large Oak and is also shaded by a huge Horse Chestnut in a neighbours
garden.

Original planting

Moved cutting

Polypodium 3
Many years ago Martin Rickard wrote a piece on how different Polypodium cultivars reacted to freezing temperatures. This winter I was able to observe this. The plant above has, within 50cm either side of it
’Richard Kayse’ and an ’Elegantissimum’ with a ‘Pulcherrimum’ a similar distance beyond.
In the short period of frosts we had this winter the plants around it curled up to varying degrees while
this plant was totally untouched!

Social Media and Ferns
I know some of you are on the various social media platforms but many of you do not appear to be so. Having
spoken to several of you I know some have specific reasons but others, I suspect, either do not feel confident enough, or
have been put off by the scare stories that appear in the media.
Hopefully I can encourage a few of the reluctant amongst you to dip your toes in the water.
This will mainly be based around Facebook as this is the one I mainly use although I do have a Twitter account—
never tweeted, and an Instagram account which I do use sometimes.
In spite of what you may have heard Facebook is not just cats and photos of peoples lunch—sometimes its dogs
and breakfast! Seriously, while there are such posts , if you choose your friends carefully you can minimise them (the
posts, not your friends!).
As well as connecting with individual friends, family (I found it very useful for keeping an eye on what one of my
nephews was up to) and colleagues, there are also many different interest groups that one can join and organisations
one can follow.
Obviously here I am going to concentrate of the subject close to all our hearts, ferns.
First on this list, of course, is the BPS Facebook page as we all know what the BPS is about I wont go any further
into this one.
The group I have joined most recently is: Nederlandse Varenverenigins. Bart Hendrikx invited me to join this. I
have only made a couple of posts so far and have to make liberal use of Facebooks “translate” button. Without that I
would just be looking at the photos and guessing!

Although having considerably less in the way of cultivars, Growing Tree Ferns is a very good group if you have
an interest in this direction. It is surprising how many people in Britain have quite substantial collections and as this is
another group with members across the world, lots of photos are posted of majestic tree ferns in the wild.
The first group I joined was: Planet Fern—Fern Allies. This seems to be the largest and possibly the oldest (just
my assumption, I have not checked) of the groups I have joined. It was this group that gave me the idea of having an
exotic cultivar section in this newsletter, and provided the first two plants to be featured. I am sure it will provide more
in the future. It is also where I made contact with, amongst others, Slawomir Majewski.
The final group to which I subscribe is the Fern Spore Exchange. Again this is an international group, they all are
really, and one I have only been a member of for a couple of months. My active involvement here will, of course, be late
summer/early autumn when I will now have to try to collect extra spores so I can sow some myself, send the majority
off to the BPS Spore Exchange, that will always take priority, keep some available to exchange on this group and have a
few left to offer to the two local gardening groups I also belong to.
Through my posting of photos on these groups and the resulting questions as to where I obtained the plants I
have managed to advertise the advantages of BPS membership and a couple of people have confirmed to me that they
have now joined, hopefully others might have as well or will in the future.
Because of the fern photos I have posted on the two local gardening groups I was asked by one of the members
who runs a small informal gardening group—about a dozen meet once a month at the home of a member for tea and a
gardening chat— if I would give a short talk on ferns to them. This I did last week. I did a quick overview of what ferns
are, their evolution, ecology and range, fern reproduction which lead on to propagation for the garden and finished with
my top ten garden suggestions plus another 5 worth looking out for. It went well except that the room we were in had
large windows with no curtains so most of the slides I had prepared were invisible!

I hope the above will persuade one or two of you to take the plunge and join some of these groups or find others
you can recommend. The more of us there are subtly promoting the BPS the better and, most importantly, it’s fun!
Pinterest is another platform worth a look for photos connected to any of the interests you may have.

